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The Jews are coming after me again

Nick Martin @nickmartin
NEWS: Today, for the first time, the @splcenter is adding male supremacy organizations to our hate group list.
splicenter.org/news/2018/02/2…
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mental millennial @mentalmilleni1 · 1m
Replying to @rooshv
These type of militant ‘anti-hate’ name smearing campaigns pushes normie whites with no stake towards the extreme right. Thus proving the SPLC is needed. Problem. Solution. Censorship. Problem. Solution. Censorship. Repeat.

Uri Katsav Roubini @UKatsav · 2m
Replying to @rooshv
Congratulataions! That means that you’re legit!

Ava Rice @heyfools · 6m
Replying to @rooshv
Maybe you could stick to PUA and not go full nazi all the time

the saxon begins to hate even more than before @NXwZ31BfAW · 4m
Whatever you say, Schiomo

Childeric @ltsAllBullshit8 · 11m
Replying to @rooshv
If you ain’t on an SPLC list, you ain’t trying hard enough to make the world a better a place.